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CHAPTER 7

TOPAZ

Introduction

The Topaz Relocation Center was located at about 39 25' N latitude, 112 46'W longitude, ando o

about 4,580 feet elevation in Millard County of west central Utah (Figure 7.1).  The site lies
about three miles northwest of Abraham and approximately 11 miles northwest of Delta in the
Sevier Desert.  Salt Lake City is about a 135 mile drive to the northeast.  Topaz was named after
Topaz Mountain, a prominent peak approximately 25 miles northwest of the site (Burton et al.,
2002).  However, the center was officially known as the “Central Utah Relocation Project” and
sometimes called the “Abraham Relocation Center”or “The Jewel of the Desert” (U.S. Army–
Western Defense Command, 1943; Taylor, 1993; Burton et al., 2002).  U.S. highway 50 lies
seven miles south of the site and traverses Nevada and Utah. 

The following pages address: 1) the physical and human setting in which Topaz was located; 2)
why west central Utah was selected for a relocation center; 3) the structural layout of Topaz; 4)
the origins of Topaz’ evacuees; 5) how Topaz’ evacuees interacted with the physical and human
environments of west central Utah; 6) relocation patterns of Topaz evacuees; 7) the fate of Topaz
after closing; and 8) the impact of Topaz on west central Utah some 60 years after closing.       

Physical Setting

Physiography, Geology and Landforms.  The Topaz Relocation Center occupied the Great Basin
portion of the Basin and Range physiographic province (Fenneman, 1931) (Figure 7.2).  The
Basin and Range consists of north trending mountain ranges separated by low relief basins.  It
stretches from southern Oregon and Idaho into northern Mexico, and from eastern California to
western Utah (Fenneman, 1931).  Topaz lay on a basin floor surrounded by nine small mountain
ranges, all within 35 miles of the center.  Starting with the ranges to the north and moving
clockwise, these include the McDowell Mountains, Gilson Mountains, Canyon Mountains,
Pavant Range, Cricket Mountains, House Range, Little Drum Mountains, Drum Mountains, and
Thomas Range (Figure 7.3).  The basin floor lands of the former relocation center are nearly
horizontal.  Total relief over the entire center is only about 40 feet, ranging from about 4,600 feet
in the south and east to 4,560 feet in the north and west (Figure 7.4).  Elevations rise more
abruptly just west of the Old River Bed in the foothills of the Little Drum Mountains.  The House
Range to the west and the Canyon Mountains to the east reach nearly 10,000 feet in elevation.       

The geology of the area is relatively youthful consisting of volcanic rocks as well as lake-, river-,
and wind-deposited sediments.  The approximately three million year old rhyolite of Smelter
Knolls and 300,000 year old Smelter Knolls basalt form the nearest bedrock of the adjacent
uplands (Figure 7.5).  Lake Bonneville, the largest of western North America’s late Pleistocene 



Figure 7.1.  Millard County, Utah and adjacent counties.  Adapted from Official Utah Highway Map (1990).
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Figure 7.2.  Topaz and the Great Basin within the Basin and Range physiographic province.  Map
adapted from Fenneman (1931, Plate 1).  
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Figure 7.3.  Cumulative historical map for Utah’s Sevier Desert area including the Topaz
Relocation Center.  



Figure 7.4.  Topographic map of Topaz Relocation Center and vicinity.  Adapted from U.S. Geological Survey Delta, Utah 1:100,000-
scale topographic map (1980).  Yellow and  blue shaded areas are public lands.  



Figure 7.5.  Geology of Topaz Relocation Center and vicinity.  Adapted from Oviatt (1989).    
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(i.e., about two million to 10,000 years before present) lakes, inundated this area to an elevation
of about 5,090 feet (Oviatt, 1989) (Figure 7.6).  Following the Bonneville Flood that flowed
down the Snake River drainage (see CHAPTER 5–MINIDOKA), Lake Bonneville’s water level
dropped approximately 530 feet to a point where it was confined to the Great Salt Lake Basin to
the north.  A separate lake, Lake Gunnison, occupied the Sevier Lake Basin by shortly after about
12,500 years before present (Currey and James, 1982; Oviatt, 1988).  Delta gets its name from
the late Pleistocene deltaic sediments deposited during Lake Bonneville’s lowering phase
(Oviatt, 1989).  Lake Bonneville and Lake Gunnison were connected at that time by the
northeastward-flowing river in the Old River Bed (Gilbert, 1890; Oviatt, 1989).  Lake Gunnison
was probably no deeper than 50 feet but covered approximately 770 mi  of the Sevier Desert in a2

shallow lake/deltaic system.  At its highest level of 4,560 feet, Lake Gunnison reached the very
lowest portions of what later became the Topaz Relocation Center.  Subsequent desiccation
dropped the lake level below the Old River Bed threshold thus confining the waters to the Sevier
Desert and resulting in what has since been known as Sevier Lake.  During the Holocene (i.e.,
last 10,000 years), Sevier Lake remained below 4,535 feet (Oviatt, 1988).  During this period, the
early to late Holocene Sevier River deposited sands, silts and clays in floodplain environments
throughout the area.  These deposits formed a broad, low gradient alluvial fan that radiates
approximately 13 miles north, west, south, and southeast of the fan’s apex just north of Delta
(Figure 7.1).  The alluvial fan is the cause of surface elevations that gently decline to the west
and northwest on the lands that subsequently became Topaz.  Late Holocene dunes and
associated blowouts are scattered throughout as are abandoned channels of the Sevier River thus
adding relief to this otherwise planar surface (Oviatt, 1989).  

Weather and Climate.  The mid-latitude, moderate elevation, continental setting east of the Sierra
Nevada and multiple Basin Ranges, and west of the Rockies is characterized by four distinct
seasons punctuated by hot, dry summers and cold, dry winters (Figure 7.7).  The climate of the
area is classified under the Koppen system as Midlatitude Desert (BWk) (Griffiths and Driscoll,
1982).

The mid-latitude setting results in a systematic change in sun angles and temperatures throughout
the year (Figure 7.7).  The mid-continental location further enhances temperature extremes
because of the relatively low specific heat (i.e., amount of heat required to raise temperature) of
land as compared to water.  The intermediate elevations of the site mean that it is generally
colder than similar sites at lower elevations (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.a).  The
1931-1960 average January temperature at Deseret about 10 miles southeast of Topaz was 26 Fo

while the average July temperature was 74 F. o  The mean annual temperature during the same
period was nearly 50 F (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.b).  The mountains to the northo

and east prevent most frigid Arctic air masses from reaching western Utah (Eubanks, 1979;
Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.a).  Clear skies, combined with moderate elevations and
corresponding thinner atmosphere, lead to rapid daytime heating and nighttime cooling.  As a
result, the area often experiences large daily and annual temperature ranges.  The growing season
(i.e., last 32 F killing freeze of spring to the first 32 F killing freeze of fall) at Deseret five out ofo o

ten years averages 117 days with the last killing freeze of spring typically occurring around 
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Figure 7.6.  Pleistocene lakes and floods of the Basin and Range, and adjacent areas.  Adapted
from Williams and Bedinger (1984).  
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Figure 7.7.  Climograph showing 1931-1960 mean temperature and precipitation for Deseret,
Utah.  Data from Western Regional Climate Center (n.d.b).  

23 May and the first freeze of fall near 19 September (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.b).

Annual precipitation was approximately 6.4 inches/year in Deseret (Figure 7.7) during the period
1931-1960 (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.b).  Unlike the temperature data, precipitation
does not display a strong seasonal pattern.  No single month averaged more than one inch of 
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precipitation during the 1931-1960 period (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.b).  Because of
cool to cold conditions, much of the winter precipitation falls as snow.  Snowfall averaged
approximately 18 inches/year (Western Regional Climate Center, n.d.b) during the period 1931-
1960.  The general aridity of the site is the result of the location inland of the Cascade Range,
Sierra Nevada Range and the Basin Ranges to the west, and the fact that moist Pacific air masses
must traverse these ranges before arriving in the eastern Great Basin.  By the time they arrive in
the vicinity of Delta, these air masses have taken on much of the character of the land beneath
them–i.e., hot and dry in the summer and cold and relatively dry in the winter.  Fall and early
winter precipitation results from frontal systems.  Spring precipitation is associated with the
passage of fronts and stagnating (i.e., cutoff) upper level lows (Richardson, 1977).  Summer
precipitation is primarily associated with thunderstorms that gain their moisture from the
subtropical Pacific, Gulf of Mexico, subtropical Atlantic Ocean, and from moisture evaporated
from the ground surfaces (Paulson et al., 1991).  As in other semi-arid settings, variability in
precipitation is the norm here (Dutton, 1962).  Precipitation has varied significantly from year to
year–i.e., 11 inches in 1941 to 2.8 inches in 1950,  Of particular interest during the 1931-1960
period was the significant drought of 1930-1936 (Paulson et al., 1991).  With annual evaporation
at about 44 inches/year, it is no surprise that crops need irrigation, and that salts build up in soils
as a result of these evaporated waters (see below) (Meyers, 1962).  
    
Winds are a regular occurrence in the Sevier Desert.  The average wind direction in most months
is from the south but with the passage of winter fronts, winds often shift to the northwest.  The
highest wind speeds are typically associated with the passage of late fall-early winter fronts or
summer thunderstorms (Richardson, 1977; Sherm Tolbert, oral communication, 23 June 2003). 
Winds are likely directed by the north-south trending mountain ranges in the area.   

Soils.  The soils of the Sevier River fan/delta are a function of the five soil forming factors–i.e.,
parent material, topography, climate, biota, and time.  Parent materials are primarily floodplain,
alluvial fan, deltaic, and lake sediments thus are fine-textured (i.e., silty clays to loams) and deep
(more than 60 inches).  As a result of the low relief and generally fine texture, some of the soils
are poorly drained.  Poor drainage combined with the area’s arid climate concentrates salts via
evaporation so soils are alkaline and/or saline.  The native desert scrub vegetation means that
little organic matter accumulates atop or within the soils.  The geologically youthful nature of the
Sevier River alluvial fan and the Old River Bed have provided little time for soil development.  

In those places of poor drainage, hence less leaching and weathering processes, the resulting
immature soils are entisols (e.g., Abbott, Abraham, Anco, Penoyer, Poganeab, and Toddler
series) (Figure 7.8).  Conversely, aridisols (e.g., Drum, Uffens, and Uvada series) form in well-
drained areas where more soil formation occurs (Stott, 1977).  Most of the irrigable soils (i.e.,
Abraham, Anco, Drum, Penoyer, and Poganeab) are Land Capability Classification (LCC) IIw
soils that have some limitations because of excess water that may reduce crop choices or require
modest conservation practices.  Non-irrigable soils (Toddler, Uffens, Uvada, and Yenrab) are all
LCC VIIs soils with severe cropping and grazing limitations due to alkalinity and salinity (U.S.
Natural Resources Conservation Service, n.d., Part 6.22). 
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Figure 7.8.  Soils of the Topaz Relocation Center and vicinity.  Adapted from Stott (1977).
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Water.  The lands of the Topaz Relocation Center are situated in the Sevier River Watershed. 
The Sevier River originates in the Markagunt Plateau and Pink Cliffs area of southcentral Utah. 
Lying within the hydrologic Great Basin, the Sevier River does not drain to any of the oceans;
instead, it flows north, west, and finally south to terminate in the Sevier Desert, seasonally
forming Sevier Lake (Figure 7.3).  Sevier River discharge at Lynndyl over the period 1943-1960
averaged 179 cubic feet per second with higher than average discharge occurring in 1943 and
1944, and lower than average occurring during 1945 (U.S.G.S., n.d.) (Figure 7.9).  Sevier River
water at Lynndyl, with an average specific conductance of 2,790 micromhos and the sodium-
absorption ratio of 40, had a high salinity hazard and a very high sodium hazard (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1954; U.S. Geological Survey, 1955).  

In prehistoric times, distributary channels of the Sevier River formed when the river left the
confines of the canyon just north of Delta thus enabling the development of the broad alluvial fan
on which much of the relocation center subsequently occupied.  However, irrigated agriculture
has redirected the flow of the Sevier River and farming practices have largely erased these former
channels.  Irrigation canals and ditches emanating from Gunnison Bend Reservoir (Figure 7.3) 

Figure 7.9.  Mean annual discharge for the Sevier River at Lynndyl, Utah, 1943-1960.  Data from
U.S. Geological Survey (n.d.). 
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now dissect much of the land that subsequently became part of Topaz Relocation Center.  The
Old River Bed on the margins of these lands seasonally carries water south to Sevier Lake. 
Sevier Lake was a dry to shallow lake from 1880 through the period of occupation at Topaz
(Paulson et al., 1991).   

The primary aquifer for Sevier Desert groundwater is the gravel, sand, silt, and clay filling the
basin as a result of previous stream, lake, and wind action.  Groundwater in the area is recharged
by precipitation and irrigation, infiltration from streams and irrigation canals, flow from the
consolidated rocks of the area, and flow from other groundwater basins.  Groundwater flow on
the gently sloping alluvial fan that originates near Delta generally parallels that of the
topography.  Specific conductance of groundwater from three wells in the vicinity of Topaz
ranged from 601 to 1,050 micromhos  These are classified as medium to high salinity hazards for
irrigation (Mower and Feltis, 1968).  Additionally, Baker Hot Springs, a natural geothermal area,
lies approximately 18 miles north of Topaz at the toe of a recent volcanic eruptive center.    
    
Biota.  Topaz lies in the Intermountain Semi-Desert and Desert Ecoregion (Bailey, 1994, Plate 1)
(Figure 7.10).  Vegetation patterns in the area are a function of climate and associated soil
moisture, soil chemistry, and human land uses.  Three general groupings of vegetation are found
in the area – xerophytes (i.e., plants adapted to low amounts of moisture), hydrophytes (i.e.,
plants adapted to growing in water or in saturated soils), and phreatophytes (i.e., plants adapted
to high amounts of moisture).  Shadscale (Atriplex concertifolia) and sagebrush (Artemisia spp.)
are the dominant xerophytes of the area and may occur with antelope bitterbrush (Purshia
tridentata), spiny hopsage (Atriplex spinosa), and horsebrush (Tetradymia canescens) (Mower
and Feltis, 1968; Bailey, 1995).  Sagebrush is especially common on the slopes adjacent to the
relocation center.  In those portions of the area where standing water is present (e.g., Topaz
Slough just north of the former residential portion of the center) (Figure 7.4), hydrophytes such
as cattails (Typha spp.), bulrush (Scirpus spp.), and watercress (Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum)
may be found.  Phreatophytes in the area include greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatis), saltgrass
(Distichlis stricta), pickleweed (Allenrolfea occidentalis), and saltcedar (Tamarisk gallica), all of
which prefer saline conditions.  Saltcedar, an invasive species that tends to choke out more
ecologically beneficial native species such as willow (Salix spp.) and cottonwood (Populus spp.),
likely showed up first in the Sevier River Basin as an ornamental plant on homesteads.  It has
been in the Sevier River Basin since at least 1950 (Mower and Feltis, 1968).        

Mammals of the area include mule deer (Odocoileus Hemionus), pronghorn antelope
(Antilocapra americana), ground squirrels (Spermophilus spp.), jackrabbits (Lepus spp.),
kangaroo mice (Microdipodops spp.), and wood rats (Neotoma spp.).  Predators such as coyotes
(Canus latrans), kit foxes (Vulpes macrotis), mountain lions (Puma concolor), bobcats (Lynx
rufus), and badgers (Taxidea taxus) may be found here.  The area is also home to a variety of bird
life including burrowing owls (Athene cunicularia), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), golden
eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis), ravens (Corvus corax), various
other western hawks, and sage grouse (Centrocercus spp.) (Bailey, 1995).
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Figure 7.10.  Ecoregion map showing Topaz’ location within the Intermountain Semi-Desert
ecoregion province.  Adapted from Bailey (1995, Foldout Map).
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Human Setting

Race, Ethnicity, and Religion.  The lower Sevier River lies in the Great Basin Culture Area.  The
Utes, Southern Paiute, and Western Shoshone who occupied or at least traveled through these
lands on a seasonal basis were mostly small game hunters and plant resource gatherers
(Waldman, 2000).  At the time of EuroAmerican contact, Utes inhabited the area (Simpson,
1983).  The particular band of Utes that occupied the Sevier Lake area were known as the
Pahvants, most of whom were relocated to the Uintah Reservation in northeastern Utah in the
1870s as conflicts increased between them and the incoming members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints (i.e., the Mormons).  Some remain in their traditional lands living in
small settlements southeast of Delta near Kanosh and Koosharem (Callaway et al., 1986).

The dominant non-Native American group to settle the Sevier River alluvial fan area were the
Mormons who were largely Caucasians of European descent.  Mormons first arrived in Utah in
1847 after departing Illinois and Missouri because of religious persecution (Works Progress
Administration, 1941). 

Persons of Japanese descent apparently first visited Utah when a Japanese acrobatic group
performed in Salt Lake City in Spring 1870 (Butler, 1998).  The first Japanese American
immigrants to Utah were Japanese female prostitutes who moved from Butte, Montana to Ogden
in about 1890, and later to Salt Lake City (Papanikolas and Kasai, 1976; Iwata, 1992).  Japanese
male railroad and mine laborers soon followed.  In 1905, 76% of Utah’s Japanese labor force was
involved in railroads and another 10% worked in mining, especially at the Bingham copper
mines near Salt Lake City and the coal mines in east central Utah’s Carbon County (Papanikolas
and Kasai, 1976; Cederlof, 1985; Iwata, 1992).  By the early 1900s, Salt Lake City had
established itself as the economic and cultural center of Utah Japanese with its own Nihonmachi
(i.e., Japantown) established early on (Papanikolas and Kasai, 1976; Taylor, 1993).  Ogden was
also a significant Japanese center (Walz, 2001).  

Soon after their  arrival, many Japanese laborers began shifting to farming, especially in northern
Utah.  The first Japanese American agricultural labor gang came to Utah in 1903 to farm sugar
beets (Iwata, 1992; Walz, 2000).  By 1910, Japanese farm acreage mostly consisted of sugar
beets (88%) but vegetable farming was increasing in importance.  Japanese Americans were
raising 75% of the Utah Canning Company’s tomatoes by 1920 (Iwata, 1992).  Of particular note
were the nationally renowned celery and strawberries Japanese American farmers raised in the
counties along the west face of northern Utah’s Wasatch Range (Papanikolas and Kasai).  

The Japanese American population in Utah climbed dramatically over time–from 4 in 1890 to
4,409 50 years later (Figure 7.11).  On the eve of the Pearl Harbor bombing, most Japanese
Americans were concentrated in the northern Utah counties on the Wasatch Front–Box Elder,
Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, and Utah counties (Arrington, 1986).  Millard County’s Japanese
American population was non-existent before 21 were recorded in the 1910 census.  They
reached their peak in 1920 (66), then fell to 16 by 1940 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1913; 1922; 
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Figure 7.11.  Persons of Japanese descent in Utah, 1870-1950.  Data from U.S. Census Bureau
(1901, 572) and U.S. Bureau of the Census (1913, p. 86, 880; 1922, p. 615, 21; 1932, p. 144,
1104; 1943a, p. 753; 1943b, p. 51; 1952a, p. 28-41; 1952b, p. 44-61). 

1932; 1943).  The total Japanese American population of Millard County, adjacent Beaver, Juab,
Sanpete, and Sevier counties, Utah, and White Pine and Lincoln counties, Nevada generally
mirrored the overall Utah pattern rising from 4 in 1900 to 425 in 1930, before dropping to 280 in
1940 (Figures 7.1 and 7.11) (U.S. Census Bureau, 1901; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1913; 1922;
1932; 1943a; 1943b).  A Japanese American businessman owned a sugar beet farm near Delta in 
the early 1900s.  Just prior to the establishment of the Topaz Relocation Center, at least five 
Japanese American families lived in the Delta area.  Three of the families depended on the
railroad for their incomes while the other two were farmers (Papanikolas and Kasai, 1976;
Taylor, 1993; Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21 March 2007).

Voluntary relocation from the West Coast early in 1942 brought 519 Japanese Americans to Utah
(Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, 1982).  Part of this movement
reflected a “push factor” of Japanese Americans out of California.  However, Utah also presented
a “pull factor” to the coastal Japanese because of Utah’s large Mormon population.  In a
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historical sense, Mormons had long admired the Japanese, largely because of similarities in value
systems thus it was logical that Japanese Americans would choose to locate to this state.  Just
prior to the opening of Topaz, a public opinion survey revealed that 66% of the 5,000 Utahns
polled approved of a policy allowing citizen Japanese Americans to work outside the relocation
centers.  It appears that Utahns were more receptive to Japanese Americans than were residents
of the other western states (Arrington, 1986).  Also, an agricultural labor shortage in the state
helped attract voluntary evacuees (Taylor, 1986).  Among these were several families who settled
along the Green River in Emery County where they farmed and worked on others’ sugar beet
fields.  Although not initially welcomed to the area, they were apparently able to overcome some
of the anti-Japanese sentiment (Geary, 1996).  The largest voluntary, inland relocation of World
War II resulted in 140 Japanese Americans, led by prominent Oakland businessman Fred Wada,
settling in the town of Keetley near Park City in Wasatch County in early spring 1942.  Colony
members created a productive truck garden specializing in lettuce and strawberries in initially
rocky, hilly, sagebrush-covered lands.  Hay was raised on other lands while the worst lands were
used for cattle grazing (White, 1994).  

Economic Geography.  The economic geography of the lower Sevier River Basin prior to the
establishment of Topaz ranged from hunting and gathering to agriculture to transportation.  Both
of the latter were intimately related to water, either in terms of direct precipitation or Sevier
River flows.  

The Pahvant Ute subsisted on hunting and gathering.  They hunted big game (e.g., deer and
antelope), small game (e.g., rabbits and ground squirrels), upland birds, waterfowl, and insects
(including cicadas, crickets, and ants).  They also likely fished the Sevier River and gathered a
variety of berries, roots, seeds, and nuts on adjacent lands (Callaway et al., 1986).  
 
Agriculture has long been the economic mainstay of the area.  However, it has taken the focused
efforts of the Mormon Church and the U.S. Government to achieve this.  Mormons drawn back
to Utah during the “Utah War” in 1857-1858, visited the lower Sevier River Valley in spring
1858 (Arrington, 1997).  Some of this group settled on the lower Sevier in 1859, built a small
earthen dam near the present town of Oasis, and attempted to use the dam to divert water to
irrigate adjacent lands (Figure 7.3).  Early winter ice floes destroyed the structure (Arrington,
1951).  Thus began a nearly 50 year struggle involving at least 12 dams to tame the river and
settle the lower Sevier area.  Settlement of the area ebbed and flowed with the fortunes of the
dams and their related irrigation canals. 

The construction of a dam on the lower Sevier River in 1860 led to the founding of the town of
Deseret.  By 1861, 142 families had settled there (Ridd, 1963).  Unfortunately, this dam washed
out in 1861 as did dams in 1862, 1863, and 1868.  The 1868 dam failure caused  discouraged
settlers to move to the Oak Creek area to found Oak City (Figure 7.3).  Between 1868 and 1874,
the area was only seasonally occupied by stockmen wintering their animals (Arrington, 1951). 
Non-Mormons from the Tintic Mining District to the north began building a new dam in spring
1875 near the location of the previous failed dams.  Soon after, they sold out to a group of
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Mormons who completed a new dam later that spring.  Dam failure occurred in 1881, and again
in 1881-1882, and 1884.  Subsequently, the Gunnison Bend Dam was constructed about three
miles north of Oasis impounding the Gunnison Bend Reservoir (Ridd, 1963) (Figure 7.3).  Its
survival set the stage for long-term settlement and farming along the lower Sevier River. 
Abraham, about 3 miles southeast of the residential portion of the subsequent relocation center,
originated in 1892 after the Deseret and Salt Lake Agricultural and Manufacturing Company had
constructed an irrigation system and cleared lands in the area (Figure 7.3).  Each of the dam
rebuilds and associated canal systems was assisted directly or indirectly by the Mormon Church
(Arrington, 1951).  

In 1902, the Deseret Reservoir and Irrigation Company began to build a large earthen dam about
60 miles upstream of Deseret that would be known as the Sevier Bridge Dam thus impounding
the Sevier Bridge Reservoir (Figure 6.3).  This dam was completed by 1909, and its  reservoir
would provide water storage for the dry season and flood control in the wet months for the lower
Sevier.  The Sevier Bridge Dam (later named the Yuba Dam) was subsequently raised and the
reservoir capacity was more than doubled by 1916 (Arrington, 1951; Ridd, 1963).  

The final large component of the lower Sevier irrigation system–the DMAD Dam and
Reservoir–was constructed as a joint venture of the Delta, Melville, Abraham, and Deseret
irrigation companies (hence the name “DMAD”) about six miles upstream of Delta (Figure 7.3)
following the failure of two dams just north of Delta in 1909 and 1910 (Ridd, 1963).  The
impetus behind the dam was the 1894 Carey Act which allowed states to obtain up to 1,000,000
acres of undeveloped, arid, federal lands within their borders then partner with private entities to
develop these lands for irrigated agriculture development.  In 1908, 43,120 acres in the area had
been set aside by provisions of the Carey Act to receive government assistance in reclamation
and irrigation (Ridd, 1963).  The North Tract, one of two tracts of these Carey Act lands,
included the lands of the subsequent Topaz Relocation Center.  

Delta, too, owes its existence to the Carey Act as it was founded in 1907 by a group of investors
who were looking to capitalize on the impounded waters of the Sevier to irrigate lands on the
Sevier River alluvial fan.  The town was first named “Melville” and later “Burtner” before being
named Delta (Lyman, n.d.). The nearby Sugarville area was opened for settlement in 1908
(Stevenson, 1978).    

Irrigation and high evaporation rates led to waterlogging and salinization problems in the area,
beginning first in the lowest elevation and earliest irrigated lands.  Soon after 1900, the lands
adjacent to Deseret, Abraham, Oasis, and Hinckley had become so saline that crops repeatedly
failed.  Abraham was nearly abandoned by 1905 (Arrington, 1951).  Ten years later, waterlogged
soils and associated salinization problems began to appear in Sugarville (Stevenson, 1978).  The
remaining farmers worked to put drainage channels in place to drain excess waters and salts from
the soils.  They also switched to more alkaline-tolerant crops such as sugar beets as one way to
adjust for increasingly saline soils.  Drainage system costs, combined with a 1920s dry period,
insect infestations in alfalfa fields, and a sugar beet blight were too much for many farmers who
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subsequently lost title to their lands.  As farmers defaulted on their loans and bondholders
refused to pay state and county taxes, the county ended up with much of the land in the area of
the future Topaz Relocation Center (Ridd, 1963; Stevenson, 1978). 

Amelioration of drought conditions in 1936, combined with a court ruling that permitted private
individuals to regain title to much of the useful land, led to agricultural revitalization of the area
(Ridd, 1963).  Electricity and indoor plumbing reached the Abraham area in 1938 (Sherm
Tolbert, oral communication, 23 June 2003).  Grains, alfalfa, and alfalfa seed replaced sugar
beets in the local economy (Stevenson, 1978).   Alfalfa grown here was ground for poultry feed
and shipped elsewhere in Utah and to California (Harold Taylor, oral communication, 23 June
2003).  By 1940, nearly 25% of the alfalfa seed grown in the U.S. was grown in the Delta area
(Works Progress Administration, 1941).  

The lower Sevier River Valley has also served as a transportation corridor over time.  While the
area was generally off the beaten path of the early explorers, Father Escalante, in 1776, was the
first to describe the Sevier River calling it the “Santa Ysabel” (Simpson, 1983,).  He also referred
to the valley as “Valle Solado” or Valley of Salt presumably in reference to the saline and
alkaline soils of the area (Arrington, 1997).  An early Mormon route passed through the area
although subsequent routes across the Great Basin primarily passed to the north of area
(Simpson, 1983).  Captain E.G. Beckwith, after the massacre of his superior Captain Gunnison
and seven of his men on the Sevier River by Pahvant Indians in October 1853, explored a route
for a railroad in the area (Works Progress Administration, 1941; Simpson, 1983).  By 1905, the
San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake City railroad had constructed a line through Delta thus
connecting Ogden, Utah with Los Angeles.  This line became part of the Union Pacific Railroad
in 1921 (Lyman, n.d.; Utah Rails, n.d.).  As of 1940, Delta was served by the railroad as well as
U.S. highway 6 that, depending on the section, was paved, oiled, or graveled (Works Progress
Administration, 1941).   

Around 1940, Delta was a town of 1,183 dependent on farming and small mines for its economic
mainstay.  Secondary communities in the area were Hinckley (678 population) and Deseret (411
population) (Works Progress Administration, 1941).  Sutherland was perhaps the size of Deseret
at that time but Abraham consisted only of a handful of families (Jane Beckwith, written
communication, 21 March 2007). 

Why this Location?

Because it lay outside the military exclusion zone, Utah was likely chosen as a state in which to
site a relocation center.  The U.S. Government’s first choice for a relocation center site was in the
Canyon Mountains east of Delta and south of Oak City (Figure 7.3).  However, the site near
Abraham was chosen in June 1942 at the urging of local citizens who wanted to use evacuees as
an agricultural labor force to replace the young men who had gone to war (Figure 7.12) (Jane
Beckwith, oral communication, 23 June 2003; U.S. National Park Service, n.d.).  Another
consideration was the large amount of available land near Abraham and the availability of Sevier 
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Figure 7.12.  Overall map of the Topaz Relocation Center.  Adapted from Burton et al. 
(2002, p. 260).  
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River irrigation water for these lands.  Although the Union Pacific Railroad came through Delta
and gravel roads connected Delta to the proposed site, the center was sufficiently isolated as to
not pose a threat to Delta and the surrounding small communities.

The proposed relocation center site consisted of a mix of public and private lands.  Of the 18,840
acres in the project, 1,400 were public lands, 8,840 were owned by Millard County as a result of
non-payment of taxes in the 1930s, and 8,600 acres were privately held.  Among the private acres
were 60 different owners and 13 farmsteads.  Approximately 3,800 acres were in cropland (i.e.,
alfalfa, grains, and sugar beets) prior to the U.S. Government obtaining the land.  The remainder
was former crop, pasture or farmstead lands that was primarily covered with greasewood and salt
grass (U.S. Army–Western Defense Command, 1943; Palmer, 1945; Arrington, 1997; Sherm
Tolbert, oral communication, 23 June 2003).  Te landscape between Delta and the main portion
of the relocation center was covered with alfalfa fields and greasewood brush when the evacuees
arrived in late summer/early fall 1942 (Okubo, 1983).  Some debate exists as to whether the
lands of the main portion of Topaz had ever been farmed (Sherm Tolbert, oral communication,
23 June 2003; Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21 March 2007).  

The U.S. Government paid Millard County $1/acre for the land (Arrington, 1997).  Residents
were forced to sell their lands to the U.S. Government at fair market value (Sherm Tolbert, oral
communication, 23 June 2003).  In addition, the Government purchased 19,971 shares of Sevier
River water that would be delivered from the Gunnison Bend Reservoir by the Abraham, Delta
and Deseret canal companies (Ota, 30 September 1942; Palmer, 1945).

Building Topaz 
 
A crew of 800 men began construction on 10 July 1942.  The center was sufficiently
(approximately 66%) done to open on 11 September 1942; however, it was not fully complete
until January 1943.  Initial construction cost nearly $4 million with another $1 million spent on
subsequent structures and improvements (Arrington, 1997; Burton et al., 2002).  Construction of
the center caused significant economic growth in the area (Harold Taylor, oral communication,
23 June 2003).  Over 620 buildings were constructed during the center’s life (Figure 7.13). 
While most of these buildings were constructed with new materials on-site, some of Topaz’
buildings were recycled from Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camps at Antelope Springs and
Black Rock as well as Callao at the eastern base of western Utah’s Deep Creek Range and Grand
Junction, Colorado (Figure 7.3).  The Antelope Springs buildings were ultimately used as the
Christian and Buddhist churches at Topaz (Staff, 12 January 1943; Staff, 13 May 1943; Staff, 6
October 1943; Kelsey, 1996; Burton et al., 2002).

Topaz consisted of the evacuee residential area plus administration, staff housing, military police,
hospital, maintenance, motor pool, and warehouse areas (Figure 7.13).  Also included within the
evacuee residential area were a variety of services including post office, fire station, community
auditorium/gymnasium, schools, libraries, churches, athletic fields, and a community garden plot. 
The main portion of the center was surrounded by a barbed wire fence punctuated by guard 



Figure 7.13. Detailed map of the central portion of the Topaz Relocation Center.  Adapted from Burton et al. (2002, p. 261).  
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Figure 7.14.  Agricultural lands of the Topaz Relocation Center.  Adapted from Burton et al.
(2002) and Palmer (1945).  
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Figure 7.15.  View of Topaz looking west from water tower. Note the dust hanging over the
camp and the approaching storm to the west.  Francis Stewart photograph, March 1943. 
Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.  Volume 10, Section A,
WRA # B-280, War Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-American Evacuation and
Resettlement, Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.  

  
towers staffed with armed guards (Arrington, 1997).  A cemetery was located at the center but all
of the deceased were sent to Salt Lake City for cremation, and the ashes were held until residents
could return to the West Coast (Okubo, 1983).  The center’s farmlands lay generally to the east
(Figures 7.14).      

The main portion of Topaz was laid out in a square fashion within U.S. Public Land Survey
section 20 thus aligned to True North.  The center had 36 residential blocks and six recreation
blocks (Figure 7.13 and 7.15) (Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21 March 2007).  The
blocks were separated by north-south roads named after trees, and east-west roads named after
minerals and rocks (Burton et al., 2002).  Each residential block had 12 barracks, one mess hall,
one H-shaped laundry-latrine-shower building, and one recreation building, and was designed to
serve 250-300 evacuees (Figure 7.13) (Arrington, 1997; Burton et al., 2002).  Each 120 feet x 20
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feet barracks consisted of six single-room apartments that ranged in size from 14 feet x 20 feet to
26 feet  x 20 feet (Taylor, 1993, p. 93; Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21 March 2007). 
In September 1942, the inner walls of the apartments had bare 2 x 4 inch studs exposed, lacked
ceilings, and were without coal burning stoves (Uchida, 1982).  Each apartment was furnished by
the War Relocation Authority (WRA) with cots, mattresses, blankets, a bare-bulb ceiling light,
and a closet space (Okubo, 1983; Arrington, 1997).  Evacuees were expected to construct other
amenities including room partitions, shelves, tables, chairs, and closets.  This was accomplished
by using leftover lumber from the center’s construction and as well as lumber from the
construction of the Remington Arms Plant in Salt Lake City (Arrington, 1997).  The exterior
walls of each of the barracks were poorly fit pine boards covered with tarpaper (Taylor, 1993). 
Wood battens held down the tar paper.  Roofs were covered with green rolled, asphalt roofing. 
Barracks were elevated off the ground on stacked lumber scraps but apparently no skirting was
ever formally installed around the bases.  Individuals may have used gypsum board scraps as
skirting after December 1942 (see below) (Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21 March
2007).  With poor construction and few skirted barracks, the pervasive winds of the area would
blow under the building and up through the cracks in the floors (Taylor, 1993). 

Domestic water for the center came from three deep wells located just east of the residential area
that were cumulatively capable of providing 1.3 million gallons/day (Figure 7.13).  The well
waters were pumped into four large, elevated, redwood water towers and stored until being
gravity fed to the mess halls, latrine and shower facilities, and various administrative buildings
around the center.  Arrington (1997, p. 24) notes that “all reports indicate that the water was
almost undrinkable,” presumably because of the salt content.  The sewage treatment plant was
located just west of the residential portion of the center, near the Old River Bed (Figure 7.13). 

Origins of the Evacuees

Nearly all of Topaz’ original evacuees came from California via the Tanforan (7,673) and Santa
Anita (577) assembly centers (Figure 7.16) (U.S. Army–Western Defense Command, 1943). 
Specifically, the California evacuees originated from the San Francisco Bay area including
Alameda (3,679), San Francisco (3,370), San Mateo (722), Santa Clara (135), and Contra Costa
(129) counties as well as 23 other California counties (Figure 7.16).  Another 226 came directly
from Hawaii and a total of 39 came from other states including Washington and Oregon (U.S.
War Relocation Authority, 1946).

The Topaz evacuee population was “overwhelmingly urban” (Japanese American National
Museum, n.d.).  As of 1 January 1943, approximately 62% of the evacuees were American
citizens (U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946).  Evacuees traveled three days by rail from
California to reach Topaz.  The first to arrive were those from the Tanforan Assembly Center on
11 September 1942.  Tanforan and Santa Anita evacuees kept arriving until 15 October (U.S.
Army–Western Defense Command, 1943).  Included among the baggage on these trains were
5,000 donated books from the library established at Tanforan, and borrowed pianos and organs 
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Figure 7.16.  The Western United States origins of Japanese-Americans evacuated to Topaz
Relocation Center in August and September 1942.  Data from U.S. Army–Western Defense
Command, (1943, p. 381, 383) and U.S. War Relocation Authority (1946, p. 61-66).
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for the center’s churches (Taylor, 1993).  With a maximum population of 8,130 reached in mid-
March 1943, Topaz was Utah’s 5   largest city behind Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo, and Loganth

(U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946; Arrington, 1997; Wilson, 2001). 

Interaction of Evacuees with West Central Utah’s Environments

Physical Environment.  The first memorable interaction evacuees had with West Central Utah’s
physical environment was with dust and wind.  The fine-textured sediments of the former bed of
Lake Bonneville were exposed to the ever-present winds when construction crews removed all
vegetation cover in the area (Uchida, 1982).  
Okubo (1983, p. 123) describes her arrival at Topaz:

The bus struggled through the soft alkaline dirt, past the white administration barracks and the
black resident barracks to Block 4 Mess Hall.  This, together with the laundry building, was the
induction center for the day.  As we stepped out of the bus, we could hear band music and people
cheering, but it was impossible to see anything through the dust.  The band was a group of
former Boy Scouts from Berkeley.  When we finally battled our way into the safety of the building
we looked as if we had fallen into a flour barrel.  

The wind blew much of the time (Okubo, 1983).  The combination of high winds and erodible
sediments led to terrible dust storms (Figure 7.15).  Young teacher Yoshiko Uchida (1980, p.
241) describes one such storm:

That night the wind reached such a terrible force I was sure our barracks would
be blown apart.  Pebbles and rocks rained against the walls, and the paper we
stuffed into the cracks was quickly blown back into the room.  Dust seeped in like
smoke.  For hours the wind shrieked around us like a howling animal, rattling
and shaking our flimsy barracks.  I wondered what I would do if I ever had a
roomful of children under my care during another such storm but faced the
sobering reality that actually there was not a thing I could do.

A fierce windstorm in early June 1944 caused structural damage to 75 buildings while the
roofing paper was torn off another 40.  Doors, windows, and chimneys were damaged on
yet other buildings (Staff, 10 June 1944).  

To counteract the wind and associated dust, evacuees and the administration flooded the area
south of the residential portion of the center, plowed land thus leaving a rough surface to impede
the wind, attempted to plant previously unvegetated areas, and spread gravel on the disturbed
areas between the barracks (Staff, 8 April 1943; 22 April 1943; 6 May 1943; Okubo, 1983).  The
gravel for these efforts was likely volcanic cinders from nearby quarries at Smelter Knoll (Figure
7.5).  Many of these attempts at dust reduction were thwarted by the re-excavation of the center’s
water and sewage system because of the initial poor quality of the pipes and the corrosive nature
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of the alkaline soils.  In addition to dust, west winds also brought the stench of the sewage
treatment plant into the residential portion of the center (Okubo, 1983).  

California evacuees unaccustomed to the continental climate had to learn to adjust to large
seasonal as well as daily swings in temperature.  Temperatures could vary as much as 50 F in oneo

day, an unheard of variation in a coastal setting (Uchida, 1980).  Evacuees dealt with the cold of
winter by huddling around the coal stoves in each of the barracks apartments and by wearing
army surplus coats from World War I–typically in sizes 38 and 44.  Barracks were winterized by
adding gypsum board over the uninsulated bays between the 2 x 4 inch framing studs beginning
in December 1942 (Okubo, 1983).  Coal for heating the camp came from the Deer Creek and
Castle Valley mines in northwestern Emery County, Utah.  Later, evacuees were sent to mine
coal from the Dog Valley mine in southwestern Emery County (Geary, 1996).  Luckily, Topaz
internees experienced an overall about 5 F warmer-than-usual first winter but the minimumo

temperature recorded during this period was still -9 F (Staff, 18 May 1943).o

High temperatures were also an issue.  In 1943, temperatures exceeded 100 F for seven dayso

including five straight days in July with a high of 105 F (Staff, 29 July 1943).  Approximately o

4,000 straw hats were sold in the center stores in one day with the onset of hot weather in 1943
(Okubo, 1983).  Wood lined pits observed in June 2003 on the northwest sides of mess halls may
have been cool storage areas as a mechanism of dealing with the heat.  Luckily for evacuees,
average warm season month (April-September) temperatures were all cooler during the years the
center was in operation than the long-term average temperatures (Western Regional Climate
Center, n.d.b).   
 
The first snow of the year, and indeed the first snow in many of the evacuees lives, fell on 28
October 1942 (Staff, 29 October 1942).  A two-day blizzard in mid-March 1944 dropped only
three or four inches of snow but resulted in drifts four feet deep in places (Staff, 15 March 1944). 
Snowfall during 1942-1945 averaged about three inches less than the 30 year average (Western
Regional Climate Center, n.d.b).  Melting snowfall, like subsequent rains, did not infiltrate the
soil well thus created very muddy conditions.  Spring and summer rainfall or irrigation combined
with the center’s non-absorbent soils to create an ideal breeding ground for mosquitoes. 
Evacuees were faced with swarms of mosquitoes outside or the intense heat of the inside of the
barracks until window screens were made available (Okubo, 1983).  Average annual precipitation
during 1942-1945 was slightly than the 1931-1960 average (Western Regional Climate Center,
n.d.b). 

Sunset was often a beautiful time at Topaz.  The combination of the warm ground, sunsets made
brilliant by the dusty sky, and the rising moon were a sensory experience to behold (Uchida,
1982).  Others spoke fondly of the clear, starry night skies and the smell of sagebrush after a rain
(Sekerak, 1986).      
  
Agriculture.  The primary goals of the agricultural program were to feed the center’s evacuees 
and to serve as training for evacuees prior to relocation.  An earlier goal of raising sufficient 
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produce and livestock to serve needs beyond the center was partially abandoned because of the
reality of the farm situation at Topaz (Palmer, 1945).  As a result of these goals, much of the
center’s lands were initially dedicated to agricultural enterprises.  Of the 18,840 acres of the
center, approximately 10,370 had been cultivated at some point prior to its establishment;
however, only about 3,800 acres were under cultivation at the time the U.S. Government took
over the lands (Palmer, 1945).  Part of the “reality” mentioned above lay in the state of center
lands–i.e., despite the fact that over 50% of the center lands had once been used for agriculture,
much needed to be done with these lands to make the agricultural program successful including
land clearing (Figure 7.17), leveling, irrigation, and drainage ditch construction (Palmer, 1945). 
Further, Topaz agriculturalists needed to add manure to truck crop beds to boost nutrients as well
as bacterial action (Figure 7.18). 

Figure 7.17.  Topaz evacuees clearing brush from farmland.  Tom Parker photograph, October
1942.  Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.  Volume 10, Section
A, WRA # E-45, War Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-American Evacuation and
Resettlement, Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.  
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Figure 7.18.  Topaz farmers inoculating soils with bacteria by creating a bed of native soil,
adding a layer of barnyard manure, then covering it with another layer of native soil.  With time,
the bacteria was spread onto the native soils, and later added to farm fields.  Tom Parker
photograph, October 1942.  Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
Volume 10, Section A, WRA # E-22, War Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-
American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah. 

The Topaz agricultural operation included produce, feed crops, and livestock (Table 7.1). 
Twenty-six different types of produce were raised on 237 total acres of camp lands in 1943 and
1944 (Tables 7.1 and 7.2).  The most successful of the crops in terms of tonnage produced were
onions, daikon, cantaloupe, spinach, and Swiss chard (Palmer, 1945).  Most of the in-season
vegetable needs of the camp were met by the center’s farms (Palmer, 1945). Vegetables grown
on center lands won praise from Utah State Agricultural College and won awards at the Millard 
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Table 7.1.  Crops and livestock raised at the Topaz Relocation Center, 1943 & 1944.  Data from 
Palmer (1945).

Produce Produce (continued) Feed Crops Livestock

asparagus daikon alfalfa beef

beans (green) eggplant alfalfa seed chickens

beets (table) kohl rabi barley hogs

broccoli lettuce beets (mangles) turkeys

cabbage melons clover (sweet)

cantaloupe onions corn (field)

carrots peas oats

cauliflower peppers sunflower seed

celery potatoes wheat

Chinese cabbage spinach (mustard)

chard (swiss) squash

corn (sweet) tomatoes

cucumbers turnips

Country Fair (Arrington, 1997).  Planting of seedlings rather than seeds seemed to work better in
terms of survival and yield so greenhouses were constructed in winter 1944 in which to start
plants.  These were located adjacent to the hospital and heated with waste steam from the
hospital boiler room (Staff, 1 February 1944; Palmer, 1945) (Figure 7.13)  That produce not
consumed fresh was pickled by the kitchens of the various mess halls (Palmer, 1945).  A root 
cellar for the storage and preservation of crops was constructed in winter 1943-1944 in the
industrial area (Staff, 8 April 1944; Palmer, 1945; Burton et al., 2002).  While deemed mostly
successful, the vegetable crop portion of the agricultural program was hampered by clayey,
alkaline soils, a short growing season, a large daily range of temperature, winds, a lack of proper
machinery and commercial fertilizer, transportation issues to and from the farm lands, and a lack
of farm-knowledgeable labor (Palmer, 1945).    

Nine different feed crops were raised at Topaz including alfalfa, alfalfa seed, barley, mangles 
beets, sweet clover, field corn, oats, sunflower seeds, and wheat on a total of 4,745 acres in 1943
and 1944 (Tables 7.1 and 7.2).  Much of the feed crop needs of the center’s livestock were 
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Table 7.2.  Produce and feed crop yields, Topaz Relocation Center, 1942-1945.  Data from
Palmer (1945).    

1942 1943 1944 1945 Total

Produce

Total Acres Harvested 0 188 237 0 425

Total Production (lbs) 0 660,635 776,752 0 1,437,387

Consumed at Center (lbs) 0 660,635 776,752 0 1,437,387

Shipped to Centers (lbs) 0 0 0 0 0

Total Market Value ($) 0 $9,951 $22,314 0 $32,265

Feed Crops

Total Acres Harvested 0 3,305 4,745 0 8,050

Total Production (lbs) 0 1,780,881 1,230,256 0 3,011,137

Fed at Center (lbs) 0 1,780,881 1,230,256 0 3,011,137

Shipped to Centers (lbs) 0 0 0 0 0

Market Value ($) 0 $28,813 $24,713 0 $53,526

met by this program (Palmer, 1945).  However, the center was only able to raise about 33% of
their livestock grain needs because of problems associated with irrigation labor and weather.  

The livestock operation consisted of poultry (chickens and turkey), beef, and hogs (Table 7.1).  A
total of 1,210 turkeys were butchered in 1943 and 1944  yielding 16,432 pounds (dressed weight)
for the camp’s mess halls (Table 7.2).  Chickens were raised in 1943, 1944, and 1945 producing
nearly 9,200 butchered birds with a cumulative dressed weight of 26,462 pounds for mess hall
preparation (Table 7.2).  Approximately 82,730 dozen eggs were produced in the camp poultry
unit in 1943, 1944, and 1945 (Table 7.2).  The poultry unit was providing about 75% of the
camp’s egg needs at peak production in winter 1944-1945.  The beef program raised over 1,460
animals totaling 689,898 dressed weight pounds for consumption at the center in 1943, 1944, and
1945 (Table 7.2).  Nearly 290 live cattle were sent to the Minidoka Relocation Center in 1944
and 1945 after additional cattle raising infrastructure was in place at Topaz.  Another 66 were
sold in Ogden, Utah in 1945.  The 2,983 hogs butchered at Topaz  in 1943, 1944, and 1945
provided 494,712 pounds of pork to camp mess halls (Table 7.2).  The beef and pork produced
was sufficient to supply all of the camp’s needs.  Beef made up approximately 33% of the total
retail value of the nearly $390,000 in agricultural products raised by the Topaz agricultural
operation.  Similar to the crops programs, problems plagued the livestock programs including 
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Table 7.3.  Livestock yields, Topaz Relocation Center, 1942-1945.  Data from Palmer (1945).    

1942 1943 1944 1945 Total

Beef Cattle

Total Butchered 0 192 783 487 1,462

Dressed Weight (lbs) 0 122,112 329,643 238,143 689,898

Market Value ($) 0 $21,370 $60,984 $46,653 $129,007

Shipped to Centers 0 0 263 25 288

Dressed Weight (lbs) 0 0 141,704 16,725 158,429

Market Value ($) 0 0 $25,814 $4,461 $30,275

Sold on Open Market 0 0 0 66 66

Dressed Weight (lbs) 0 0 0 28,552 28,552

Market Value ($) 0 0 0 $5,550 $5,550

Chickens

Total Butchered 0 268 4,436 4,494 9,198

Dressed Weight (lbs) 0 563 9,271 16,628 26,462

Market Value ($) 0 $197 $3,551 $5,773 $9,521

Eggs (dozen) 0 807 27,954 53,973 82,734

Market Value ($) 0 $274 $10,958 $23,208 $34,440

Turkeys

Total Butchered 0 889 321 0 1,210

Meat Total Weight (lbs) 0 12,002 4,430 0 16,432

Market Value ($) 0 $4,800 $1,772 0 $6,572

Hogs

Total Butchered 0 555 1,640 788 2,983

Dressed Weight (lbs) 0 93,240 272,240 129,232 494,712

Market Value ($) 0 $16,317 $53,774 $27,304 $97,395
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inexperienced labor, lack of infrastructure (including animal shelters, fences, and corrals),
disease, lack of slaughtering facilities, and pasture irrigation issues (Palmer, 1945).

Business and Industry.  Businesses within the center were run by Topaz Consumer Cooperative
Enterprises, Inc.  These included general, department, dry goods, shoe and clothing stores as well
as a fish market, barber shop, beauty parlor, optical shop, photo studio, movie theaters, laundry
and dry cleaning businesses, shoe repair shop, watch repair shop, electrical repair shop, mail
order service, and bank (Arrington, 1997).
  
Industry at Topaz was primarily limited to serving the center rather than serving other centers or
outside center markets.  Center industries included a furniture factory, adobe brick unit, roof jack
manufacturing facility, ice cream plant, bean sprout plant, and soybean cake and milk plant that 
created tofu (Arrington, 1997).  Once it became operational in February 1943, the tofu plant
produced 1,500 lbs of tofu/week for Topaz’ dining halls (Taylor, 1993).
              
Landscaping and Gardening.  Evacuees planted vegetation for shade and beauty despite the fact
that an irrigation system was never completed in the residential blocks (Palmer, 1945).  Trees and
shrubs (including juniper, tamarisk, and elm–Staff, 3 December 1942) from surrounding areas
were transported in for planting in the center in fall 1942 (Okubo, 1983) (Figure 7.19).  Small
shrubs were also distributed to each of the blocks that first autumn in honor of Arbor Day
(Okubo, 1983).  Utah State Agricultural College’s Forestry Department sold the center 7,500
small trees including Siberian elms, Russian olives, and black locusts (Palmer, 1945).  Another
1,200 tamarisk trees as well as truckloads of willows and wild currants came from center farm
lands and as far away as Clear Lake south of Delta (Figure 7.1) (Palmer, 1945).  Fruit trees and
berry bushes were also planted in spring 1943 (Staff, 22 April 1943).  A plant nursery was
developed on the southwest corner of the main portion of the center to aid in starting various
plants (Staff, 23 January 1943).  Despite all of these efforts, the harsh growing environment led
to the demise of many of the trees and shrubs (Arrington, 1997; Uchida, 1982).  Only about 10%
of the trees and shrubs survived until 1945 (Palmer, 1945) .  It is no surprise that few trees or
shrubs are seen in historical photographs of the camp.  

Victory and decorative gardens including ponds were found throughout the evacuee residential
portion of the center (Burton et al., 2002).  Evacuees watered the gardens via “bucket brigades”
from the laundry buildings and protected the plants from wind with whatever cardboard or
lumber they could scavenge (Okubo, 1983).  While many families initially planted victory
gardens within the residential blocks, they did not prosper presumably because of the poor soils,
heat, and winds (Arrington, 1997).   

Education.  The education infrastructure at Topaz consisted of four pre-school nurseries, two
elementary schools–Desert View in Block 41 and Mountain View in Block 8–, and a junior-
senior high school in Block 32 (Uchida, 1982; Sekerak, 1986; Wilson, 2001) (Figure 7.13). 
Enrollments at the nursery schools averaged 180 while each elementary school had an average of
675 students (Figure 7.20).  The combined junior-senior high school averaged more than 1,200 
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Figure 7.19.  Evacuees prepare to excavate a mature tree from a site on the Topaz camp lands to
be transplanted to the hospital area.  Tom Parker photograph, October 1942.  Courtesy of the
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.  Volume 10, Section A, WRA # E-29, War
Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4:
Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah. 

students (Arrington, 1997).  Approximately 50% of the 90 fully certified teachers were Caucasian
while the others were Japanese American (Arrington, 1997).  The education program was
hampered by initially un-weatherized facilities, a lack of teaching equipment and school
supplies, inept administrators, a high turnover of teachers, and an experimental curriculum
(Uchida, 1982; Sekerak, 1986; Wilson, 2001). 

The adult education program was particularly popular with 150 classes and more than 3,000
evacuees enrolled in everything from Americanization and auto mechanics to radio repair and 
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Figure 7.20.  First grader studying geography at one of Topaz’ elementary schools.  Francis
Stewart photograph, March 1943.  Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California,
Berkeley.  Volume 10, Section A, WRA # B-317, War Relocation Authority Photographs of
Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center,
Topaz, Utah. 

sewing (Arrington, 1997; Kawakami, 1986).  The Topaz Public Library was a tremendous
resource for the community with 7,000 books and several thousand issues of periodicals. 
The library received outside newspaper subscriptions to the Oakland Tribune and the San
Francisco Chronicle, and subscriptions to approximately 50 magazines (Kawakami, 1986). 
Boasting an average weekly patronage of 2,500, the library had a rental collection of best sellers,
weekly classical music recording concerts, library notes and book reviews in the Topaz Times,
and linked with the Salt Lake County library and the college libraries of Utah and the University
of California-Berkeley for interlibrary loan services (Kawakami, 1986; Arrington, 1997).   
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Recreation.  As at the other relocation centers, evacuee boredom was a problem at Topaz.  The
fine Topaz Public Library did much to alleviate this issue as did various recreational activities. 
Ping pong, badminton, and card games were often played indoors.  Basketball, tennis, golf
(Figure 7.21), football, and baseball were the main outdoor games with baseball being the most
popular (Okubo, 1983).  Intense rivalries developed between the block’s softball teams.  The
evening games often drew 100 or more spectators (Mullan, 1999).  Evacuees constructed a
grassless golf course as well as bare baseball and softball diamonds, a football field, and tennis
and volleyball courts.  Topaz High School did well in athletic events played against other school
teams from Millard and adjacent counties (Arrington, 1997).  An indicator of the importance of
sports to the lives of Topazeans is that an entire page of each issue of the center’s newspaper, the
Topaz Times, was typically devoted to sporting events at Topaz.  Sumo wrestling was also
practiced here, and kites were made and flown in the ample winds of the center (Okubo, 1983).
 

Figure 7.21.   Golf at Topaz.  Tom Parker photograph, October 1942.  Courtesy of the Bancroft
Library, University of California, Berkeley.  Volume 10, Section A, WRA # E-53, War
Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4:
Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah. 
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Swimming occurred in the center’s irrigation ditches but a formal swimming pool was never
excavated.  Evacuees played in the water at the abandoned CCC camp at Antelope Springs,
located in the House Range 30 miles west of Topaz, when travel to the setting was possible
(Figure 7.3)  (Sherm Tolbert and Jane Beckwith, oral communication, 23 June 2003).  Despite 
the construction of several ice skating rinks at the center, ice skating appears to have been more
limited here than in the more northern centers because of Topaz’ warmer winter temperatures
and the fact that evacuees didn’t have ice skates (Staff, 21 December 1943; Staff, 23 December
1944; Okubo, 1983; Jane Beckwith, oral communication, 23 June 2003).

Scouting was a common activity for kids with strong Boy Scout, Girl Scout, and Campfire Girls
groups at Topaz (Arrington, 1997).  Scouts attended summer camp at Antelope Springs (Staff, 8
July 1943).  YMCA, YWCA, 4-H, USO and various social clubs and organizations also formed
at Topaz (Arrington, 1997).

Despite being outside the military exclusion areas, evacuees were initially kept under tight
security within the main portion of the center unless they had official business outside.  However,
following the shooting of evacuees James Wakasa by Topaz security guards (see below), security
loosened and evacuees could increasingly travel to outside areas (Okubo, 1983; Jane Beckwith,
written communication, 21 March 2007).  In the surroundings, residents hiked, hunted
arrowheads, trilobites, and Lake Bonneville molluscs, and fished (Arrington, 1997).  While
hiking in the area west of the center, two evacuees discovered the Little Drum Mountains
meteorite.  At the time, it was the ninth largest meteorite found in the U.S. and the largest found
in Utah.  The Smithsonian subsequently purchased it (Staff, 11 October 1944; Arrington, 1997). 
Evacuees fished in irrigation ditches within the agricultural portion of the center.  Antelope
Springs was a camping spot for the Japanese Americans (Okubo, 1983; Jane Beckwith, oral
communication, 23 June 2003).      

Culture and Art.  As at other camps, the culture of Topaz was purposefully American despite the
ethnic backgrounds of the evacuees.  This was seen in the language, dress, housing, meals,
recreation, and business interactions.  However, Japanese cultural influences were also seen
throughout the center.  The Issei often conversed in Japanese and the Public Library included a
large collection of Japanese language books (Arrington, 1997).  Evacuees celebrated the
traditional Japanese New Year by making mochi, a sticky rice that is pounded and molded into
cakes (Okubo, 1983).  Buddhists continued traditional celebrations such as Hanamatsuri (a
flower festival) with a parade and folk dances and Bon Odori (a festival for the dead) (Staff, 12
August 1943; Okubo, 1983).  

Arts and crafts abounded at the center with traditional calligraphy, stone work especially seen in
gardens, stone polishing, woodwork, artificial flower creation and arrangement, doll- and doll
clothing-making, knitting, jewelry making, and painting.  An art school even operated in the
center (Gesensway and Roseman, 1987; Obata, 2000).  Art and hobby shows were held in the
center to show off the work of the local artists.  Of the more ingenious items were finger rings of
cellophane or toothbrush handles and hats made of interwoven citrus fruit wrappings and potato 
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Figure 7.22.  Mollusc shell “flowers” created by evacuee Grace Oshita while interned at Topaz. 
Author photograph, June 2003.     

sack strings (Okubo, 1983).  Snail and mussel shells were found in the former sediments of Lake
Bonneville and turned into lapel ornaments, brooches, and necklaces (Figure 7.22).  Trek, an art
and literary magazine, was also briefly published.  The drawings and paintings of numerous
artists, including Mini Okubo and Chiura Obata, reveal the many sides of life at Topaz (Okubo, 
1983; Gesensway and Roseman, 1987; Obata, 2000). 
          
Faith and Spirituality.  Evacuees were essentially free to practice their respective religions in the
center.  Approximately 40% of the evacuees were Buddhists and 40% were Christians.  Buddhist,
non-denominational Protestant, Seventh Day Adventist, and Roman Catholic 
congregations met regularly in the center.  Separate services were often held in English and
Japanese.  The Buddhist Church in America headquarters even relocated to Topaz during World
War II.  Apparently, the Mormon church was also present in the camp as some evacuees
converted to Mormonism while at Topaz (Staff, 10 October 1942a; Arrington, 1997).         

Health.  The Topaz health care system was adequate despite generally poor planning by the
WRA, chronic understaffing, professional jealousies, and under-equipped and understocked
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facilities (Fiset, 1999).  Residents complained about high rates of illness in the center with
frequent colds and upset stomach issues (Uchida, 1982).  The strange food and water caused
intestinal stress referred to as the “Topaz trots” by center newcomers (Taylor, 1993).  However,
death rates were lower and birth rates were higher in Topaz than for the Japanese populations of
Washington, Oregon, and California in 1940.  Epidemic-scale health problems often associated
with poor housing and crowded living conditions were largely avoided with aggressive
vaccination, “block nurse,” public education, and sanitation programs.  However, the nationwide
influenza outbreak in December 1943 did not spare Topaz with 1,100 cases reported in mid-
December 1943.  Tuberculosis led to 26 hospitalizations and 7 deaths.  The actual number of
tuberculosis cases in the camp was likely much higher because of the stigma of reporting the
disease (Fiset, 1999).  Increased blood pressure- and gastric ulcer-cases were reported during
1945, presumably as the result of the uncertainty over relocation (Taylor, 1993).   

Government.  Topaz’ government was centered on the residential blocks, each of which was
composed of 250-300 evacuees.  An appointed and salaried, typically Issei, Block Manager took
care of day-to-day affairs in the blocks.  Community Council representatives, the other arm of
Topaz’ self-government, were elected by members of each residential block.  The Council dealt
with over-arching policies and procedures governing the camp including community ceremonies,
hospital issues, labor relations, leave clearances, mess hall food, military enlistment, and
relocation planning.  Initially, only Nisei were eligible to serve as Council members because of
the administration’s rule that one had be over 21 and an American citizen to do so.  With the
relocation of many Nisei, the administration changed the rules to allow Issei membership on the
Council.  All evacuees 18 and older could vote (Arrington, 1997).
      
Community.  Despite efforts of the administration and resident leaders, “community” was not
easily attained at Topaz.  At least four factors led to community problems in Topaz: origins of
the evacuees, the fluid nature of the population, the “loyalty questionnaire,” and administration-
evacuee friction.  

The Santa Anita and Tanforan evacuees did not get along well and tended to remain as separate
communities within Topaz.  An even poorer fit with either of these groups were the
approximately 230 Hawaiian Japanese who arrived at Topaz in 1943.  Most of the Hawaiians
were eventually transferred to Tule Lake because of their strong pro-Japan stances (Staff, 13
March 1943; Taylor, 1993).

Starting within several weeks of the opening of Topaz, evacuees began departing on seasonal
work leaves (see below) (Staff, 30 September 1942).  Soon after, residents were leaving for
college opportunities and more permanent relocations (Staff, 10 October 1942b).

The “loyalty questionnaire” (see Appendix C) and subsequent draft registration led to conflict in
the center beginning in winter 1943.  Pro-Japanese leaders tried to intimidate those who were
undecided on whether to register for the draft.  The loyalty questionnaire ultimately resulted in
over 1,400 Topazeans being sent to Tule Lake in September 1943.  Among this group were those
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who responded “no” to questions 27 and 28 of the questionnaire, those who wished to be
repatriated to Japan, and those who were suspected of disloyalty by the WRA.  Also included in
this group were family members who did not wish to be separated from loved ones in any of the
three categories above (Okubo, 1983). 

Tensions between the administration and residents was especially high following the killing of
James Wakasa, who was shot by a sentry while near the west perimeter fence supposedly after
the sentry had warned him to get away (Taylor, 1993).  It is unclear where the sentry thought
Wakasa was going to escape to.  Uncertain how the Topaz population would respond to the
killing of Wakasa, the Military Police commander put his force on a general alert that included
arming each of the men with machine guns and tear gas.  This, in turn, caused great alarm among
the evacuees during the two days that the general alert was in effect.  The shooting of James
Wakasa had been preceded by other instances of sentries firing at evacuees near the perimeter
fence but all were warning shots.  The funeral, the arrangements for which caused conflict
between the evacuees and the administration, attracted approximately 2,000 evacuees (Figure
7.23).  Following Wakasa’s funeral, the community council, administration, and the military 

Figure 7.23.  Large crowd gathered at James Wakasa’s funeral at Topaz.  Russell Bankson
photograph, April 1943.  Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
Volume 10, Section A, WRA # C-917, War Relocation Authority Photographs of Japanese-
American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.   
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eventually worked out a compromise to prevent any future shootings but some of the distrust of
the evacuees for the military and administration remained long after the affair (Arrington, 1997;
Taylor, 1993).
        
Interaction with Surrounding Areas  

The Outside World.  Numerous individuals visited Topaz.  Visitors included church groups,
Utah’s Governor and first lady, Utah state legislators, and former members of the British
Parliament (Uchida, 1982).  Topaz shared talent shows and summer theater with the neighboring
towns of Delta and Hinckley, and Topaz evacuees went to Delta for shopping (Arrington, 1997). 
This often occurred in what was termed “block shopping”–i.e., one resident of a particular block
shopped for the remainder of the block on any particular trip (Okubo, 1983).  Perhaps the most
pervasive interaction between Topaz and outside communities occurred through sport.  The
Topaz Times sports page reveals that the Topaz High School “Rams” football, basketball, and
baseball teams competed numerous times with nearby communities.  Church groups, including
the American Friends Service Committee, provided gifts for the residents of Topaz. 
Correspondences that began with these gifts lasted long after the residents relocated outside the
centers (Uchida, 1982).  

Some of the produce grown by the Japanese American colony in Keetley, Utah approximately
165 miles to the northeast was sent to Topaz (White, 1994).  The colonists, many of whom had
moved to Keetley from the San Francisco Bay area, also visited Topaz on many occasions
because of the family and friendship ties.   In turn, evacuees from Topaz, as well as Amache,
Minidoka, and Manzanar, visited, worked at, and used the Keetley colony as a stopping over
point during relocation (Taylor, 1986). 

In addition to the above shopping, entertainment, and sports reasons, evacuees could leave the
center on short-term, seasonal, and indefinite leaves.  Short-term leaves  ranged from several
days to a few weeks and were typically for personal business or medical issues.  Seasonal leaves
were granted to evacuees for seasonal agricultural employment.  The purpose of indefinite leaves
was to permanently depart the centers for relocation to the “outside world,” join the armed
forces, be interned in a Department of Justice Internment Camp, be committed to an institution,
or be repatriated to Japan (U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946).

Topaz evacuees worked in a variety of seasonal jobs, often agriculture-related, throughout Utah
and the Intermountain West.  Some worked in Delta while others worked in northern and
southern Utah in sugar beets and orchards (Taylor, 1993).  Evacuees worked for two growing
seasons in the orchards of Utah Valley south of South Lake City along with German prisoners of
war (POW’s) (Daynes and Kimball, 2001).  Nearly 1,000 evacuees worked outside Topaz during
fall 1942 at various jobs including sugar beet harvest, fruit harvest, and construction (Arrington,
1986).  
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Relocation from the center was encouraged early on but was generally slow until March 1943
(Figure 7.24).  This initial rise was likely sparked by registration process including the February
1943 loyalty questionnaire (Taylor, 1991).  From then until the center closed in October 1945,
only three months had less than 100 relocations.  Relocations took on a cyclic pattern in 1943
and 1944 with peak relocations occurring in May and the lowest relocation levels in December. 
Only 64 departed in 1942, 1,533 in 1943, 1,819 in 1944, and 6,022 in 1945 (U.S. War Relocation
Authority, 1946).  Topaz evacuees relocated to at least 32 states with favored destinations in the
Midwest (especially Chicago, Cleveland, Des Moines, Detroit, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis-St.
Paul), the Intermountain West (especially Denver and Salt Lake City), and the East Coast
(especially New York City) (Figure 7.25) (U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1945; Taylor, 1993). 
Utah was a favored place for resettlement because of the tolerance of the Mormons, especially in
the more urban areas (Arrington, 1986; Taylor, 1991).  While Utah’s reception of evacuees was
generally considered to more favorable than that in other western states, all was not good.  

Figure 7.24.  Indefinite leaves (i.e., relocations), Topaz Relocation Center, September 1942-
October 1945.  Data from U.S. War Relocation Authority (1946, p. 35).
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Northern Utah was off-limits to Japanese relocation from September 1943 until January 1945
because of complaints by the local populace (Taylor, 1991).  As elsewhere, those who relocated
received mixed receptions ranging from warm welcomes to outright hostility including shootings
(Taylor, 1993). 
  
The National Japanese American Student Relocation Council assisted in relocating students who
were among the first residents to permanently leave the center.  Many  Topaz residents headed to
Midwestern and Eastern cities (Uchida, 1982) (Figure 7.25).  Brigham Young University, Utah
State Agricultural College’s (now Utah State University) branch campus in Cedar City, and the
University of Utah welcomed students of Japanese descent; however, it is not clear how many
Topaz students took advantage of these nearby opportunities for higher education.  The Logan
campus of Utah State Agricultural College did not to accept Japanese American students because
of military contracts and training taking place there (Welker, 2002).   

Over 470 Topazeans served in the U.S. armed forces during World War II.  Of these, 80
volunteered and 392 were inducted.  Many of the soldiers joined the all-Nisei 442  Regimentalnd

Combat Team where they earned honors for bravery in the European Theater of Operations. 
Thirty-six of these soldiers (~8%) were either wounded or killed in action (U.S. War Relocation
Authority).

Other Relocation Centers.  Topaz interacted with the other relocation centers through the
transfers of evacuees and the exchange of goods.  Nearly 140 evacuees transferred from Topaz to
eight other relocation centers, excluding Tule Lake.  A total of 1,459 Topaz evacuees relocated to
Tule Lake because they or members of their families answered “no” to questions 27 and 28 on
the loyalty questionnaire (Appendix C).  Thirteen evacuees were sent to the Leupp, Arizona
Isolation Center (U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946).  Topaz, in turn, received 1,558 “loyal”
Tuleans in September and November 1943 and another 611 evacuees from the other nine camps
regardless of the loyalty issue.  Eighteen of the Topaz evacuees who answered “no” the loyalty
questionnaire were repatriated to Japan in September 1943 (U.S. War Relocation Authority,
1943).
 
Topaz also interacted with other relocation centers through its agricultural program.  Topaz
provided beef cattle to Minidoka.  The center, in turn, received cabbage, potatoes, carrots, and
turnips from Tule Lake and daikon from Gila River Relocation Center (Staff, 19 September
1943; 11 December 1943; 22 March 1944).  Topaz also received surplus farm equipment from
the Jerome, Arkansas Relocation Center when it ceased agriculture operations prior to closure
(Staff, 5 April 1944).

Closing Topaz and Another Relocation 

Public Proclamation #21 pm 17 December 1944 ended the West Coast Exclusion Order that had
been in effect since 1942.  As of 2 January 1945, evacuees could begin moving back to the West 



Figure 7.25. Geography of Topaz indefinite leaves (i.e., relocations), September 1942-October 1945.  Data from U.S. War Relocation
Authority (1945) and Taylor (1993, p. 117-118).  
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Coast.  All relocation centers were to be closed by the end of 1945 (Staff, 18 December 1944).  
The first Topaz family left for the West Coast on 3 January 1945 (Figure 7.26) (Staff, 3 January
1945a).  At that time, nearly 6,000 evacuees were in the center, and all but 272 were eligible to
relocate at that time (Figure 7.27) (Staff, 3 January 1945b).  Despite favorable reports from those
who had relocated to the West Coast, over 5,000 evacuees were still at Topaz as of 1 June 1945
(Staff, 6 January 1945; U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946).  On 12 July, WRA Director Dillon
Myer announced that Topaz would close by 1 November (Staff, 13 July 1945).  By VJ (i.e.,
Victory over Japan) day on 14 August 1945, more than 3,300 evacuees remained at Topaz. 
Nearly 1,900 relocated during the centers’s last month and 500 remained until the final week
(U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946; Taylor, 1993).  Topaz officially closed on 31 October
1945 (U.S. War Relocation Authority, 1946).     
    
Impacts of Topaz on Today’s Central Utah Landscape

Evacuee Dispersion.  The 1950 census showed that Millard County had no Japanese Americans
as compared to the 16 who were there in 1940.  These data mirror a long-time resident’s memory 
that no evacuees remained in the Delta area following the closure of Topaz (Sherm Tolbert, oral 

Figure 7.26.  Mrs. Saku Moriwaki (center) and her two year old daughter, Suga Ann were the
first Topaz evacuees to relocate to the West Coast following the lifting of the West Coast
Exclusion Order.  Charles Mace photograph, January 1945.  Courtesy of the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley.  Volume 78, Section H, WRA # -592, War Relocation
Authority Photographs of Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement, Series 4: Central
Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.
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Figure 7.27.  Resident population, including evacuees on short term and seasonal leave, Topaz
Relocation Center.  Data from U.S. War Relocation Authority (1946, p. 18).
  

              
communication, 23 June 2003).  Further, only 100 persons of Japanese descent lived in the Utah
and Nevada counties surrounding Millard County in 1950 as opposed to 264 in 1940 (Figure
7.11) (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1952a; 1952b).  However, “several thousand” evacuees
initially remained in Utah (especially in Salt Lake City) but this number dwindled as economic
opportunities declined (Arrington, 1986).  The 1950 census showed that Utah’s Japanese
American population had increased by just over 400 over the 1940 census (Figure 7.11), likely
partly as a result of Topaz evacuees and Keetley colonists remaining in the state (U.S. Bureau of
Census, 1942;1952b; Taylor, 1986; Kelen and Fuller, 1988).  Approximately 60% of those
interned at Topaz eventually moved back to California (Taylor, 1993).     

Land Dispersion.  The center was intended to be used after World War II for the rehabilitation of
returning soldiers and as a place to demonstrate new agricultural practices (Taylor, 1993). 
However, this plan was subsequently dropped for no apparent reason.  Following closure of the
center, the Federal Land Bank of Berkeley, acting for the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
sold the center lands for 1$/acre (Arrington, 1997).  Residents who were forced to sell their lands
to the federal government had the option of purchasing their lands back (Sherm Tolbert, oral
communication, 23 June 2003).    
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Infrastructure Dispersion.  Center buildings were first made available to public entities and
subsequently sold to private parties.  The gymnasium/auditorium went to Southern Utah State
College (now Southern Utah University) in Cedar City (Taylor, 1993).  Some buildings went to
the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, to the Branch Agricultural College, other schools, or to
various private parties in the area.  Barracks were sold for $250/half (Arrington, 1997; Jane
Beckwith, oral communication, 23 June 2003).  Many buildings were also dismantled on site and
sold as scrap lumber.  The main portion of the center was cleared of buildings in 1946 and 1947
(Jane Beckwith, oral communication, 23 June 2003).

Remains of Topaz.  Burton et al. (2002) describe in detail the nature of Topaz as of about 2000.   
Along with two students, I also visited the area in June 2003.  Much evidence of the former
center remains of  the main portion as well as in the outlying areas.  Mess hall and laundry-
latrine-shower concrete slabs, gravel roads, gravel walkways, and decorative gardens are
common on the lands of the main portion of the former center (Figures 7.28, 7.29 and 7.30).  The
remains of decorative gardens were found throughout the center.  Evidence of these gardens is
especially common along one or more sides of the mess halls, along walkways, and along the
barracks. Counter to the observations of Burton et al. (2002), ample evidence exists for rock used
in these gardens including basalts likely from nearby Smelter Knolls as well as crystalline rocks
from more distant sources.  Concrete- and rock-lined pools of all shapes and size are also
common, at least in Blocks 11, 12, and 5.  Trees, including tamarisk, Russian olive, and elm, and 

Figure 7.28.  Remains of latrine slab after cast iron salvage, Topaz Relocation Center.  Shrubs
adjacent to slab are greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus).  Author photograph, June 2003. 
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Figure 7.29. Remains of rock-lined walkway within residential block, Topaz Relocation Center.
Five inch by eight inch field notebook for scale.  Author photograph, June 2003. 

shrubs planted during 1942-1943 remain (Figure 7.31).  Remnants of the center’s baseball fields
are also present (Figure 7.32).  This main portion of the center also shows evidence of extensive
modification with ditches excavated to salvage cast iron pipes and to drain water from site,
garbage dumping, debris left from target practice, houses built on the site, and center landfill
looting. Many of the center’s buildings remain on farmsteads in the area adjacent to the former
residential portion of the center (Figure 7.33).  Others can be seen in Delta.  A portion of a dining
hall is on Delta High School property (U.S. National Park Service, n.d.).    
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Figure 7.30.  Remains of Block 11 barracks garden pond, Topaz Relocation Center.  Five inch by
eight inch yellow field notebook for scale.  Author photograph, June 2003.  

Figure 7.31.   Tamarisk (Tamarisk gallica) likely planted in 1942 and 1943, Topaz Relocation
Center.  Small shrubs are mostly greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatis) native to the saline soils
of the area.  Author photo, June 2003. 
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Figure 7.32.  Remains of the block 15 baseball backstop, Topaz Relocation Center.  Author
photograph, June 2003. 

Figure 7.33.  Former center farm equipment shed or animal barn, northeast of main portion of
Topaz Relocation Center.  Author photograph, June 2003.  
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The Topaz Relocation Center was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1974 and
became a National Historic Landmark in 2007 (U.S. National Park Service, n.d.; U.S.
Department of the Interior, 2007).  The Topaz Museum Board purchased 417 acres of the 640
acres that was the residential and administrative portion of the center from local residents.  With
recent acquisitions of land, 626 acres of the former main portion of the center is protected by the
Topaz Museum Board (Topaz Museum Board, 2002; Jane Beckwith, written communication, 21
March 2007).  Two houses remain in the former evacuee residential blocks 33 and 35, and a 
mobile home resides in block 42.  The U.S. Bureau of Land Management manages lands just
west of the former residential and administration portion of the center (National Park Service,
n.d.).  The agricultural portion of the center is now all in private ownership with much of the land
used for agricultural purposes.  A monument, including interpretative plaques, is located on the
northwest boundary of the former residential/administration portion of the center.  A historical
marker is also present in the Delta City Park.  The Topaz Museum Board continues to rent space
from the Great Basin Museum in Delta until a Topaz Museum can be constructed (Jane
Beckwith, written communication, 21 March 2007).  The Topaz portion of the Great Basin
Museum includes one-half of a restored barracks, and documents and artifacts from Topaz.   

Utah’s Lower Sevier River Area Today.  The Delta “oasis” today is shaped by water just as it has
been for the past century, and just as it was when approximately 8,100 evacuees lived at Topaz
from 1942-1945.  Drought impacted the area from 1953-1965, and again from 1974-1978.  In
this land of extremes, the area was also shaped by floods in 1983-1984.  The mid-1980s flooding
on the Sevier River took out the DMAD Dam spillway and released three feet of water through
the town of Deseret (Walker, n.d).  Further downstream, it resulted in a Sevier Lake that was as
much as 35 feet deep after it had essentially been a seasonally wet playa since about 1880
(Paulson et al., 1991).  

Despite the vagaries of weather and climate that, in turn, affect the discharge of the Sevier River,
the Delta oasis continues to be an irrigated agricultural landscape.  In addition to the alfalfa seed
industry, dairies have come to the Delta area for the advantages of cheap land, rural population,
and dry weather (Harold Taylor, oral communication, 23 June 2003).  As it did in 1945,
agriculture occurs on the former farmlands of  Topaz but stops abruptly just east of the former
main portion of the center (Figure 7.33).    

The construction of the Intermountain Power Project, including two large, coal-fired electricity
plants, for Los Angeles Department of Power and Water about ten miles north of Delta resulted
in a population and economic boom in the area in the early to mid-1980s.  Delta’s population
climbed from 1,930 residents in 1980 to 6,670 in 1984 during the “boom.”  However, the “bust”
that followed the completion of construction brought Delta’s population down to about 3,000
residents by 1990.  The population today is approximately the same, a number suggesting that the
economy has also stabilized following the boom-bust cycle of construction (Brown et al., 2005). 
Mining in the nearby mountains has diversified the economy of the area.  Delta’s location on
U.S. Highway 50 and its relative proximity to Great Basin National Park have also enhanced its
tourism appeal over time.  The promotion of the Great Basin Heritage Route that includes Delta
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and Topaz should further enhance tourist travel through the area (Great Basin Heritage Area
Partnership, n.d.). 

As of 2005, the estimated population of Millard County was 12,284, a 1% decrease since 2000. 
The population density of the county is 1.9 persons/mi , a far cry from the statewide average of2

27.2 persons/mi .  Nearly 87% of the county residents are white and non-Latino.  Only Latinos, 2

at 11% of the population, have a significant impact on the race and ethnicity in the county (U.S.
Census Bureau, n.d.).  

Figure 7.34.  Former Topaz Relocation Center farmlands now being farmed.  Author photograph,
June 2003. 
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